
REPORT ABOUT YAZIDIS
IN SILOPI

 
General Situation in Silopi

Silopi has some attractive points, such as a first entrance point to Turkey of Yazidi people and 

transfer route. Yazidi people who has passports have came to Turkey in a legal and normal way. 

Yazidi people who do not have any passports could not take permission to enter. Same treatment 

is valid for both parents and children. On the other hand, ones who want to switch to Turkey 

without passport have followed informal and insecure ways; for example on the Tigris river and 

Hezil stream in order for reaching to secure places. According to our observations in the field, 

150-200 Yazidi people have tried to take refuge in Turkey by following informal ways. The ways 

threatens the safety of people. Although some authorities tend to transfer Yazidi people to the 

camp where Arabian people live in Midyat, Yazidis people definitively refuse this option. When we 

take into consideration sensibility about belief and traumas, it will not hard to predict that the 

trasportation to the camp in Midyat of Yazidi people  could cause some noncompensable results 

among/between communities.
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Situation of Asylum-seeker

We reached some detail information related to the number of Yazidi in Silopi in the light of the 

meetings with local authority. Total number of the population is 2100 in Silopi. Giving more detail 

information, we can say that there are 760 people within the Silopi Camp. Silopi is not only a 

place where asylum-seekers came and stay in but also a bridge or station where they came and 

passed. In this manner, there are 350 people who were transported to industrial zone in Cizre and 

160 people from Silop to Midyat. Therefore, most of the Ezidis population stay in Mardin-Midyat, 

Urfa-Viranşehir, Batman, Diyarbakır and Cizre.

We also reached some information about the camp in Silopi. According to these information, camp 

has 21 old residentals and 13 tents. Silopi municipality is responsible for the management of the 

camp with the help of some civil associations. The camp located a place where is 2 kilometres 

far from the district center. Along with the toilets and bathrooms in the residentals, there are 

also 12 toilets for men and women and 6 bathrooms for both gender. In addition to these, each 

residentals have depot for water. Then, the camp has rehabilitation center for children.



Field Observations

Access to Turkey without passport is forbidden. It causes the division of most of the families. 

Because every members of families do not have passport to facilitate the access. In other words, 

this implementation refers to the seperation of the parents. In other result of the implementation 

is following some insecure ways of the people who do not have any passport. Indeed, majority of 

the people who have to pass the border without passport has to choose passsing from the Tigris 

river and Hizil rivulet to Turkey. That people who has passport has used Habur entry point was 

observed.

Transportation to the Ezidis asylum-seeker to the camp in Midyat is on the agenda. But there 

is a bir concern if it will be good and useful or not. As we think the their own trauma, we can 

rightly evaulate reluctance of Ezidis people dealing with this option. When we start to think the 

background of their stories, we will see the their reasons in rational.

We have some detail information as mentioned above in order to estimate of the current 

situation, reveal the list of needs and take some suitable measures;

• The majority of asylum-seeker came to Turkey from Şengal and nearby Musul.

• There are 2100 Ezidis people in Silopi.

• There are 760 people in Silopi Camp.

• 16 people were transported to Midyat.

• 350 people were transported to Cizre.

• In the light of all this data, Generally Needs are as follows:

• Psychological support is carrying priority. Especially, we need to emphasize the social 

workers, psychologist and sociologist who knows speaking Kurdish.

• Sheltering needs to be resolved urgently. For this, instead of a camp in Midyat it is neccesary 

to build a new camp in the regions where the Yazidis villegess still exist.



• Transfer and collection centers should be support continuously in context of food, clean 

water and basic needs.

• Should providing of baby food and food for babies and children.

• There should be certain  arrangements for providing the needs of food and  dressing.

• Urgent hygiene materials should provide for the children and women

• Transferal unit should establish, transfers should be regularly and safety vehicles 

• Fan  

• Fulfillment of needs as an urgent medical care and some decisions for the treatment of 

patients who come

• Psychologist, sociologist and social workers should prepare activities including women and 

children  
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